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SUMMARY
The results from stress measurements in flight opera-
tion afford data for ane.lyzing the frequency of appearance
of certain parts of the static breaking strength during a
specified number of operating hours. Appropriate fre-
quency evaluations furnish data, for the prediction of the
required strength under, repeated stress in the wing struc-
tures of aircraft of the different stress categories for
the specified number of operating hours demanded during
the life of a component. ‘l?hemeasures adopted obviously
will depend on the magnitude and frequency of the loads
during the life of the aircraft and will vary with the
type of aircraft, purpose of use, and atmospheric condi-
tions (gustiness).
The a,uthor has subjected to statistical analysis a
large number of data covering the wing stressing of six
different civil aircraft ragging in we~ght from 2000 to
6000 kilograms. .A~ the same time the. stress frequency
of application curves, for three acrobatic aircraft is
investigated- Thus , it is possible to. estimate the prob-
able num’oer of times loads of a given magnitude will be
applied to the wing structure over flying time ranging
from 2000 to 6000 hours”; (life of aircraft depending on
class), and to adjust the ground tests accordingly.
I. INTRODUCTIOIT
Heretofore, aircraft structures were designed to ful-
fill certain static strength requirements, and the strength
. .
“;’Die”erforderliche Zeit- und “Daue”rfestigkeit “von”Flug-
zeugtragwerken, ‘1 Jahrbuoh 1938 der deutschen Luft-
fahrtforschung, pp, 1 274wI .288.
L —. . - —. — —
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specifications of the ~e”.adin”gaeronau.t’ica.l-countries
showed general agreement. It is true thet certain parts,
such as wing roots and controi surfaces, were designed to
take into .zcccourit.fatsgue :li.m,it.s.,’but this factor WS.S not
applied to the wing structure. as a.whole. As a result
there is still considerable confusion regarding the neces-
sary strength of the separate structural groups of an airp-
lane under frequent load reversals. The present report
is intended to bridge this gap as far as the wing struc-
ture is concerned. The comparatively high service stresses
in wing structures of modern high-speed aircraft andthe
increasing hours of operation during the life of thefindi-
vidual parts make the study of the required time strength
and fatigue strengthfor this group appear particularly
.,urgent . The scope of the time strength includes the
stresses ‘which the wing can withstand more than once but
not indefinitely, hence is situated between the static
,breaking strength and the fatigue strength, but does not
-::includ.ethe$e two extreme values., .’ :.
., ., ,.. .. . .. ,“,, ...,.:.’ ..‘“‘<:
.,.Investigations of this kind must,” ‘a;s‘a :ru~ei be .?....
Q;arried out s“epa.rat,elyfor the two pr’inc.ip-alstressgro:tips,,.
namely”, -the ‘“stresses dtie’t:o op&Pati.o’n.of.’the d’cmtrols by’
the y’ilot, and~rthds:e’due to .a.t.mtispherid.’cotidi.ti”o”ns.(g~st”i-
11’es.s).’ : :’.”’” L:.’ ,“:’” : ““’:”:J:. ,:””’ :’”: “-’ -“;’ .“”
.,, ,., .; .. . .. . . .:, ,, :.-
.,. .,. . . . . . . .. . .
Studies of gust stresses must, in turn, be grouped in
the de.t,e’~m,i”nat’ion)~of.’bke .f?or.mof.;.d.i:stribtiti.f~ticum-e’s of
the. oper a,t.ifi,gs-tires.e,ksat;;di:f’fer:ewtgu”stitn’tews:i’t“fes:’~.fid’
in -ttiedetmvhima~:i!.a.n05? $lrefreqti&ac.y:”lcifia&3e~ara2i;c%‘o-t“a
gust’ of “cehta.~.~””.int@n~it:.Y;~.in~y.ee.r~y~a@tiLra~e ..’’~.hdat””terter
mus t be made,~f’or...=.speci~fk.~-~c-l:irnati c +zome. i.n ~“r’ela.ti,o~n.to
the, flying. ,he,igh,ti..,:- :!.:,j-:~:>.-: .- , ::”:. , .: ‘:
.,. .. ....,:.,.. ... .. .., :...... ...-...’... ..
. . .,.,.... .,, .,
,.. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. :,, ., ,,..,.- :.
.
,,
11. DJ3TERi41NA,TI@NAND.RXFRX~”E;~Tk~IO:N.OF THE DI’STRI!BUT.10.N
,,. ., . ., . ,. .
,’
+ .’ ..., .:.
‘CURVES OF 0P3RATING -STRESSES
,, ..
A. Choice of ..Clieractier.ist.icQuantity
for Wing Structure Stress
.,- , ,, ... .. ...,,
.,.,.
,.;-,:
.,.
,!--,,.,’-” .,.,.,.,. .. . . .. .~,- :.,’ .. . . ,. ... .
,4s .i,r+dicatio,nof. the, str,e,s.s.,.qithe.r,.t.he...acc,eera,t,ticms
at right angles to the plane of the wing in the airplane+
center of ‘gravity,” or the “’deflections of the win”g’”’ofthe
,, ,,
.-.’ . .
,.- —
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strains of highly ‘stressed wing component’s, such as th”e
beam flanges, may be chosen. Under the conditions of high
wing stresses it involves, in the greater majority of
cas;es, flight conditions, that is, angle-of-attack ranges,
within which modern airfoils manifest only little center-
of-pressure travel, so that the three cited test quanti-
ties for the wing stress are proportional to each other.
By reason of this fact none of the three possibilities
merd.ts, for the present, any preference over the other.
!l!he!exception is the very ‘fha.rdl~stress, for example, by
elevator operation with very great control speed or in
gusts where the gust velocity along the airplane rises
very rapidly. Then it may happen that the wing swings be-
yond the equilibrium position corresponding to the apnlied
air force. (See reference 2, sec. VI.) In this case, then,
the wing would be subject to higher stresses than the test
value for the acceleration in the center of gravity would
predict. In this instence the measurement of strains or
deflections would merit preference over the accelerations.
However, since acceleration recording is the simplest
method from the point of view of mee.surement as well as
of evaluation, some comparative tests by the DVL included
both acceleration a.swell as strain and deflection measure-
ments.
Figures l(a) and l(b) show the result of such measure-
ments on the Albatros L 83 airplane, which, with its com-
paratively great asnect ratio and low natural wing bending
frequency (3.5 Hz) appeared particularly suited for studies
of this kind. Figure l(a) shows the accelerations com-
puted from the deflection measurement, figure 16, those
computed from the strain measurement for a large number of
separate test points plotted against the concurrently
measured center-of-gravity acceleration. The result in-
dicates that the individual points fill almost evenly a
scattering zone corresponding to the instrumental and
evaluating accuracy, and thet measurable systematic de-
partures in tih”epreviously cited direction are absent.
Accordingly, it a~pears justified for the present te stay
with acceleration measurements. This , of course, necessi-
tates an occasional check if the ratioof flying speed to
natural wing bending frequency evinces a substantial in-
crease during the development. On the Albatros L 83 this
~h 50 v h’ratio amounts to — = — S14 m/s, or —= 50 z 6*
v 3.5 3 5 X 2.4‘Utm .
*Subsequent evaluation of tests by Kiissner and Taub on
Junkers 1? 13 and BFW M 20b2, which possess .lower ratios
vh
~ tm than the Alba.tros L 83, afforded the same results
a-s given above.
II
“ ~~r-cornpletibna ;,further d.iffere.nCe~betweenacc:elera-
, tionmeasurcm@nts, on :t~elone’hand:,andj de.fiectidn”.or:strain
-measurements. on% he! other:.ispdinted out: ,: :!.
,’
.:. While., as a.,rulb”;the acceleration follotiing...a.single
gust. either dies down aperiodically, after exceeding :the
maximum value to thevalue lg corresponding to”:unacielerat-
ed level flight, ,or else’”drops slightly below: :lg, (c~., Tig.
l(c));, the wing usually .executes several :strongly. damped
vibrations during. the damping out of the stress. Insec-
tion III it.willbe s~own.that this difference also is.of
no significance for the present study. :;
B.. Type of Frequency Appraisal
.,,,
.,,. The frequency of appearance of certain stresses with-
in the measuring period can be expressed in various forms.
Essentially three possibilities are involved:
—
a) ‘tFrequencies of the first kind” (11~) indicate the
number of maximums or minimums of the function
Y=f(t)- that is, test value y of the
stress with respect to time - duringthe total
measuring period T each between two extreme
values Yi and Yi+~, the maximums being
counted hy stresses “Yi, which ,‘by equal pr~-
fix are greater in amount than s~ress
‘s’tat
‘corresponding to unaccelerated level flight,
hence maximum in the case of:.Yi ~ Ystat,’ and
minimlum in the case of”
~i ~ Y;tat;”: ., .
,, ;.,... .
,. .”’ .“’,:”..
b) “l?’reqtienci’e,‘of’ktie,second”’ki”~j~i~,,(~~j ind~c’ate ’ ~
the ,ntirnberof times that” @.’’ertai,n,n’threshold
v’alue ,Yi” of the :curtie,,,“Y = f(t) ‘Is passed
. . .,, $,,
.,in,ascending ”d\re,ct.ion in.the ii Z Ystat
“range and “in descending ‘direction in the
‘Yi.< Y.stat range; “$ ‘, .,
., ..-,
,...
c) ‘fFrequencies of.t,he third~kind,tt (~i) indicate the
‘numb”e~ of firnes“th~t-’,q’,c~rt,ain“thresh~:’~’dv~’”~e
Yi of the function Y = f(t). is passed in
ascend’ing:”and’de’sce’nd:ingdi’rectionc’
.
.
... .
,,
. ,.
..”
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The frequencies of the .fir,st.,an$ secon.d,.types. can be
calculated with “sufficient accuracy from those of the
third type and vice versa. The selection should therefore
be made chiefly with respect to the evaluation technique
and so is governed by the chosen recording process, the
quality o,f,,the records and ‘the ev.al’uating”rn~”pn,,s:involved,
such as automatic coun.t.ers’i“In the preseknt,a.rticle the
type of frequencies in the individual cases is given. Al 1
,data are reduced to frequencies of the fiz,~t.t,~~e as the
most suitable. .,..
., !-
;’
c. Selection of Class Division for Evalu”a,tion
The class division AY, thst is, the distance be-
tween two adjacent threshold values Y~ and Yi+lj em-
ployed in the evaluation is chosen constant over the
total range of statistics and small enough to be consist-
ent with the accuracy expected by the employed method of
evaluation. The class intervals as much a.s possible are
so located that the stress Ystet in unaccelera.ted level
flight forms the boundary of one class.
The amount of AY for investigations of wing stresses
is ordinarily chosen so as to correspond to a change of
An * 0.2 to 0.3 in the load factor, since the selection of
smaller values -An does not enter into question by the
existant evaluation accuracy. This classification is, at
the same time, small enough to make a minor change in the
choice of amount of AY of little effect, on the ~verage
values and spread bands of the measured distributions, and
still enable the predicti on of the frequencies of the first
type from recorded frequencies of the second’t~pe, etc.,
with adequate accuracy.
D. Average Values end Spread Bands
w
o$:Measured Distributions,
Measured stress distributions are represented for the
time being by ta~les or polygons of distribution (for ex-
ample, see table I and fig. 2), For comparing different
distributions by stating one or more chq.racteristic values,
averages and ,spread-bands are resorted ,to.
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The’ mo:stcommonly used awkr’age.valuek are:
.,
1.
2.
..
3.
,,
The arithmetical mean: . ;
. .
EHiYi
M=—
~Hi
argument value
frequency } of class i)
ZHi = N extent of statistics;
.
The central value C that divides the extent
of the arranged statistics in two equal parts,
that is, as msny observations above as below it;
-..
T~e densest value D, thet is, the area of
maximum frea.uency Hmex.
TABiE.I ,. ..
. . . . .
Flight with D 2026, BFW’M 20 b’ (a .,Na.rsei.lle to ,Moqt~limar
and back), February 22,’ 1932 (evaluated 86.8 minutes in”’
the. 31st to the,,128th :inuteof fligh,t) ...
,,.. .. .
~Ay = 20 mm; .COrre~gO1?di?g load, factor A? =’0.155]
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8“
9
.yi+
(mm )
,..
.,
... .
41
61
81
101
121
141
161
181
201
-.
‘Hi’
‘.,. ,,
.!-
1
16
139
6!51
1432
1248
259
53
‘4
-..
,:.
Load ~zctor’.
,.
‘:.Yf.” ‘ :“ ‘.
ny...=.y ,,.
~
..- stat .::
——
.,..
. ,“. : “ :
.“. “’0;318 ‘:
.473
.628
.783
.938
“1,093
1.248
1,403
1.558
‘Yi wing deflection referred’tci stressless state.
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By the determinate on of- aver~.ge values for recorded
wing stress distributions, it va.s..fouxidthat the three
averages M, c, tind D differed by such smail amounts that
the differences are within the eve.luation accuracy and
that the amount “II = C ‘= D pia.ctically coincides with the
stress
‘stat for unaccelere.ted level flight, It there-
fore appears expedient when comparing measured distribution
polygons to plot the separ’ate graphs above one another so
that the readily ascertainable arithmetical mean M of
the individual distributions becomes congruent. This ap-
plies in particular to measured distributions of strains
andrdeflections where the amount of ‘stat frequently
does not lend itself to a sufficiently exact determination
beforehand. (In distributions of accelerations Ystat is,
of course, equal to lg. )
The most commonly used spread bands are:
1. The average departure 0, that is, the arithmet-
ical mean of the absolute values of the depar-
ture 6i = jYi - MWi/ from a certain average NW;
2. The mean departure w =C; ‘“
3.
Y -Y
The variation width B = max minMW
4. The slope Sch = ‘I -~ D (measure for the asymmetry).
The described results respecting the averages make it
immediately apparent that the slope Sch as indication
for an asymmetry of the wing stress distributions is not
practical relative to its average value M. In such cases
it is common practice to define
~ or w and B for
each part on either side of M separately and to express
the asym~etry by the difference $~ and 4, or M1 and
v or Bt and B, upwardly and downwardly..
Of the departures ~ and w the mean I.L has proved
superior a’s characteri’’s.ticv,alue for &,istributi.o.n.s.to
the average il. This “centers the problem of char.act.er.istic
quantities for distri~ut”io~.s of the ty,pe ‘in question.chief-
ly in the mean departure: , ,,
. .
. ,,,
— —.
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. . P ~6i2w=”~ 8i “= !Yi - Mw!
and the. related upward and downward departures
and in the variation width
,.,
.
Y max -YB= minM,
and the related upward and downward
Ymax -M
~1 =
M. ,,
Ymin ,- MB, =——
M
.:
.
‘(l)
,,
(I a )
,:
,.
.
..(.b.)
,>
(2)
(2a)
(2b)
E. ‘Distribution’ Functions
. .
.,
The mos”t accurate description” of a given distribution
is afforded by a distribution function. Such functions
permit,, moreover, an extrapolat”ion, for instance, to ex-”
petted variation widths: under’ lon”g’eroperating periods
than the measuring period ‘amounted to.
The best known functions employed for describing meas-
ured distributions are: varla~ions: ‘of‘Gausst normal dis-
tribution. “But their’ ‘app”li’cdb~ili’tyis” contingent upon the
distributions possessing~h”e distinctive mark of irregu-
larity; thus, they are generally ‘unsuitable for reproduc-
ing distributions recorded over long flight diste.nces under
different weather conditions and contour of terrain. In
—.
..-..—------- .-.——..--—------------- ---
. . . .-..-—. .. .
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.;:
one -instance f.stresses--gn the:c.on”t’r”’ol’””’s’ur-f-a’cesof the Graf
Zeppelin during piotiacted service period) the description
of the frequency curves was enabled through the following
distribution function of the named type:
Hi=.c e-b2(Y-e)2
Kussner (reference 3) had been able to use, a special form
of this function, namely,
for describing several wing-stress distributions, at whose
determination a selection. from the total number of test
values had been artificially effected in such 6 way that
the assumptions for applying a Ga.uss type distribution
function had been complied with. He also quotes numerical
values for the constants C = log ~ end b for the par-
ticular selective distributions.
.,..
,~rdinarily it is merely possible to describe certain
wing- stress distributions ‘by ‘sufficiently many terms of a
suitable series, such as the Bruns q) series, which pro-
ceeds along differential quotients of Ga.usst normal dis-
tribution. Such a representation entails, of course, con-
siderable paper work, especially if a. certa.i’n “quality of
adaptation” is specified. Such procedure is necessary if
on the basis of. considerations of the failure’ expectancy
tine (reference 3) the necessary static strength, that is,
the breaking strength for one-time load is. to be deter-
mined, but which may be dispensed with for the pruposes in
question. .
.....
. . .
. .
. . . .
. .
. .
. . .
. .
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III. DISTRIBUTION CURVES OF OPERATING STRESSES OF
AIRCRAFT WING STRUCTURES IN FLIGHT IN GUSTS
A. Comparison of Statistical Data on
Different Aircraft Types
In order to compare statistical data of stresses in
flight operation secured on different types of aircraft
or under dissimilar operating conditions, a uniform, non-
dimensional reference quantity is employed for the
stresses. The component of, the acceleration at right
angles to the plane of the wing in the airplane center of
gravity serves as absolute criterion for stress in the
wing structure.
A comparison of test values for gust accelerations
secured on different types of aircraft or at different
flying speeds requires a reference value which permits
the exclusion of the influence of the design quantities,
of the aircraft characteristics, and that of the flying
speed, so that the effect of gusts can be analyzed by
itself.
Such a reference value that meets the cited require-
ments rigorously is, at the present state of research,
impossible. But it can be shown that the safe load factor
specified in the requirements for the load case “stress of
wing structure d’~e to gusttt (BVF, fig. 1142, case 115)
‘Tr ‘b “aTr
‘Gsafe = 1 + q~~ da rl (3)
(index Tr denotes wing-structure)
Vb gust velocity
T gust effect factor (Cipher 1142, of 3VF)
does represent e practical comparative value. The factor
‘G indicates the multiple of acceleration of gravity
safe
g = 9.81 ins-2, mess-ured in the airplane center of gravity,
when the airplane en”ters at speed v in a sharply defined
gust dir e.ct.+?ll:at’ri~gh.tti”n~.1es: to t:he f.l,,i?g.ht,,pa h the -gu’st
,hav.in.gthe flow ve l?.c;~t,~,,~b with r..e,s,pec,t to ~the surro.,und-
ing .s.till air...
.I,gith,e.a,naly,si”s of”t;he aerodynamic forces
and moments: du.ri.ng,en’tr.y..,i”n~t.he gust., it. is assumed that
all rotatory .m”~.t<i,o.ns:o,~ the .Aircraf.t,about its lateral
... ,
axis can be ~d.isre~ar”d,ed.,,
..~”.”’..; ..
,,, ,.. .
The’ safe load fac~t”.oursnG, for.,the” ‘gust velocity,.
,’-,;.’.,s.afe’ ,.
v b“ = 10 m/s specif”i”ed‘i}n.‘i:h””ei‘strength req-uiremen”ts we’re
computed according tti‘e~&”~io.ri:’~(3)for sev’e”ntypes of’ air-
craft for which the test data on gust accelerations over
a long period of oper’anti’onwere available. The factor n
of the gust effect was defined in conformity wi’th cipher
1142 of the BVF as gross weight G, the amount existing
at the time of the test “flight , was employed. The maximum
horizontal speed vh at full throttle specified in the
strength reo.uirements wa,s substituted by the mean speed
‘cruising available during the test~ as flying speed V,
since the test flights were in part carried out with dif-
ferent throttle settings, so” that the full throttle speed
vh affords no practical measure of comparison,
In figure 3 the thus-obtained approximate values ob-
tained during specific test periods in gust flights with
different airpl~n’es. ‘The explored types involved very
‘~d:i’ssimilaraircr~ft’ as “regards dimensions, aspect ratio,
,.. “:.. .,. dC.a
that is, the value’s ~, and design (monoplanes and bi-
planes”) as well as flight characteristics, particularly
as’to static longitudinal sta.bili.ty; the wing loading ~
‘1’r
ranged between. 40 and 90 kg/ma, the flying speeds between
14:0’km”/hand 325 km/h during the tests. Even so, the
agr”ee”m.en%between the recorded maximum v.a.luesand the’
n~,G,: ‘values is satisfactory; the discrepancies in the
safe
‘“face‘Of “A-::sc’atter”ingzone qf around 0.2g anticipated on
“account’ of ‘instrumental and mathematical inaccuracy alone,
ran~ed with-in ‘o.4-g.
,’”’, ‘>
. .
Syst~ma’t,ic depe~ture of test values from the safe
load ‘fa,ctor: IIG’ manifested itself to the extent’ that
safe ..
the max’imum ‘accelerations measured in gusty wea.th-erdur-
ing a total test period of 20 hours or more are generally
situated above the a.pnroximate values
‘Gsafe
computed
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for a gust velocity Vb. = 10 ins-l ,m& v = vcr.uj~:;where-
as the maximum values obtained within ‘8 ,hour% or,:‘fewer”of
flight remain generally below the approximate” va’l’ue:s’.
This result might suggest making th-e “cornp’ar’at,,iv~e”,gu,st
velocity” vb dependent on the total: test period, in “as
... .. .
much as during longer test period-s the one--t”ime occurrence
of. a particularly .,h$ghgust veloci.t.y possesses ..gr.e.?.terProh -
abi”lity than during a short time test. ‘“Ho’wev”er, this re-
finement was disregarded, since its effect ,.onthe result..
of frequency stu~ies is certainly not decis.iv.e.
,...
-1
The load factor nG = 10 is.fOr a gust. VelO.city..Vb
conformable to the strength specifications is,”‘at the’ same
time, an appropriate reference value for stress an.alysi’s,
since the principal components “of commercial aircraft wing
structures are largely’ measured”” i“n compliance with th’e re-
quirements of. the load case:. ltwing stress due to gusti” so
that gust acceleration dat,a ,in fractions of “nG .repres,e.nt,
at the same time, the data in fract,i.onsof -the.static ~
breaking load of the wing structure; ?.c”cording”.to. t.h~
present German Specifications (1’9,3~.ed.),.th”eult.ima’.t..e”load
factor
‘Gfailure is equal to 1.8 times” the safe load fac-
tor IIG These “reasons mak~ th’e factor n~~”afe appear
safe” : : ... ;.:,,... . ,
a suitable refer ence:valu.:e $or. gust stress rneasur.em.ent.s,’.
In the following, t,h.e.r.~f:o~e,-~he accele:ra.tipn changes due
to gusts relative to the etate of ~naccelerated horizontal
flight (n = :1) are given:;in.-frac,tions of i ~ , :
.,.‘.
. . .. . .. ,.. , . .. .. ..
... ,
.?.g*”:~. :..d’ca&”;-::““ :, ,“: ‘.
(nG _“’’i):::=::qlT v ‘ du ‘
safe
~.(+”b:’&’.lofms-~’” ‘(~a)
, :....,.’” .. .. .. . . . ;.!., ,: ... . ...,,
,.. .”,: . .,..,,...,.: :. .,,.... .,. !., .
In,.a corcpari.son ‘of measu’r&&.’fre.qU.e”ncie4Hi ! for a
certaifi stress category’” i it’ ~.ho-aldbe”:b:o:ffie’i fi”:mind
that the absolut e.’-”fequeuhc~ie”s”sHi’ depend U’pOh the ,total
measuring period ratswe.1.las upon. the speed- of...theexperi-
mental aircraft, ”far a.’fa’s~machine hits .8 greater nu,mb.er
of gusts per unit- t“ime thin a slow one. .But. there are
still other influences on the gust frequency, that is,
the number. of gusts per unit time. recor~ed in the air-
plane, as will; be- sh.ow.n.later. It is therefore -advisable
to extend the comparison be”tween dissimilar test series
not to the: absolute frequencies Hi’,. -but.r.ather to” the
..,. .. . .
.,. ”
..-. .. .. ..,
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relative frea.uencies ,,:.,
. . .(N ;“: ,“. .
H. = XHi =.scap’”e of, statistics .,hi, =.# : = total num’ber .o’ftest values ).
. .
Through the relative frequencies hi
.’, .,
of the separate stress
categories the “form of~the. stress distribution polygon is
defined, while the sc.o&k.o:.fthe statistics is defined by
the mean gust frequency and the total operating and total
test period, respectively.
... ..
B. Form of Distribution Polygons for Different
.,
Ai~craft and Dissimilar Operating Conditions
First, it is shown that the form of the distribution
polygons is comparatively little affected by the gust in-
tensity and the explored airplane type. The gust inten-
sity is expressed. acoording to the Darmst%dt gust scale
(reference 4}, which divides the degrees of gustiness into
“still!’ and “gusty bo’t to lfgusty t~.’t A discussion of
the use of the scale together with its accuracy follows
elsewhere in the report.
Figures 4 to 6 show a series of recorded gust stress
distribution polygons, in which the relative frequencies
hi are plotted for the separate stress categories i.
The criterion ’chosen, for the wing structure stress is the
previously cited’ nondimensional proportional val’ue’
hi-l
,:
nfJ ~ {b~ “= acceleration correspondi,~’g to the middle
safe
of class i,’ “measured in multiples of the acceleration of
gravity g),
Figure 4 contains a series of distributions obtained
on the same airplane part {D - JDUH, type Heinkel He 45 D)
i? flights with” the’ same flying weight and the safie flying
speed on ‘d”a.ys’a,t”which the- airpla”ne pilot reported” gust
intensity bl.” ?he “results of the” individual flights,”
% to, 1 hotir e“ach,last”ing from . are scattered within cer-
tain limits through~ut the.,.distributio.n polygon (solid
lines, fig, “4) ,comprisingthe t~tal. test period of about
3Vb hours. Figure’ 5 shows ,for.’the same airplane weight
and speed the distributions (a,verage v“&.1.uesfo’r the total
measuring periods shown in the graph) recorded in gust
I --- —
.. .. . . . ..— ..-..—. .- .. .. . . ..—----— ———. —
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intensities .bo, bl, ba, and b~. The shapes .of the dis-
tribution polygons in both plots are seen to vary within
fairly moderate limitis,while the pl,ottedsam?unts for the
departures W, v’, and Wt. are all located within :.a.short
interval (between 0.09 and 0.15).
,,.,.. ., .. . . ,,,,
,. Figure 6 gives the gust stress distributien~ .comp~led
on six different types of aircraft, as reco~ded ifi flight
tests. ,.
The types of aircraft com~rised
TABLE’””11
.,
—
TY~e.
I
Design
1’
..
Albatros L 83 1
1
Junkers T 13
L
low wing
ii monoplane
Junkers G 24
J
Heinkel He ~5 ~ biplane
‘1 low wingHeinkel He 70
Junkers Ju I_60 }
J
monoplane
I _.—
.,
-— _—.
2600
1950
~goo
2560
3200
3.270
Wing
l~ading
(kg/m’)
43.7”
45 .“4
65.4
74
!$37
94
Reference
.——
mm 1931, ~p.
3so-t2.
~a~c~e~fiue~aer
L~,Lftfl~tten
1927, p. 138.
Taschenbuch”der
Luftflotten
l’j2T,p. lkO.
Handbuch der
Luftfahrt 1937-
38, p. 179:
Zmi 1933,.pp.
669-76.
ZTDI.?i935,pp.
419-24.
In spite of the marked discrepancies regerding dimen-
sions, flight ,chara.cteristics; speeds, l)ringloading, and
the comparatively short total me’a.suring periods, figure
6 rna.nifests a surprisingly good agreement of the’ individual
distributions as to fdrm and values p. “ In fact they do
not differ inuch from the’ distributio’ns in”figure 5 which
refer to only one airplane type at ‘diffefient degrees of
gustiness. Heqce, it follows th’?t“iiifatigue-strength
..
,. h ~ .,
I
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&tWdies ‘d ““unit dist-r”ibuti.on’tt‘could be used ‘as basis for
the ‘form of the. relative frequency distribution curve hi,
.
which can be secured from’ the distribution polYg0n8 of
figur.e,6, ,.,,
figure. ,6,”furnishes, at.the same time, the. p’roof that
the difference between acceleration deflection and strain
,me,asVrements (fig. l(c)) does not ,affect the form of dis-
tribk~ion. For the appraisals of the He 45, He 70, Pnd
JU 1“60were made on acceleration records, while on. those
forthe L 83 and the Ju F 13, the load factor was corn-
puted from deflection measurements and for, the G 24. from
elongation measurements of a beam flauge. The plotted
frequencies.bf the first type hi = ‘~ were computed for
. .
the ’L=83 and. F, 13 from counted frequencies of the third
type Hi, for the others obtained direct by counting.
Figure 6 manifestsno systematic differences between the
results of the individual test method’s and types of eval-
uation.
Subsequently , the distribution polygons were uni-
formly reduced to the grsatest class division An = 0.15
(nSafe - 1) shown. in.fi.gu~e 6; the results are given in
figure ‘?(a).
This unit distribution is”to be., within the widest
possible scope, an outside envel.o”pearound the measured.
Polygons (fig. 7(a)). That it cannot include the test
velu~s outside is due to the fact that the sum j~hi of’
the relative frequencies must be equal to IllII for the
unit distribution as i~ell as for everyone of the mess-””
ured distributions. ” If”e.11 the polygons were fully in-
cluded, then Ilhi >1. Since” the’~alues hi decrease
very rapidly with increasing values of the absolute
amount of ,(n - 1), the unit distribution for the zones’
n>l, and n<l can be so defined .tha.tit represents
one outside envelope (fig. 7) for ail classes except .
that dire~tly” adjacent to the arithmetical mean” An = 0:
Such a unit distribution is therefore proposed in the
treatment of time and fatigue strength problems of wing
structures,
l’h”etwo halves of the polygons for zones n>l and
n<l are not exactly symmetrical to the “arithmetical
mean, but rather the distribution is a little fuller for
.— .-.
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rl>l than. for n <..l: f,,(.See fig. 7 (b.):) .:Now the proof
of adequate time or.,f~;.$~ue strength is adauced by fatigue
tests in which a sta~ic ’preload, which {~mulates the stress
in unaccelerated Iibri.fi’ofi.talflight (n =. l.).,,:,is-superim-
posed by a periodic additional load through the ~.esting
machine. Hereby, it is expedient to choose an oscillating
additional loadi.hg Wi:t,h’ea-u.alamplitude ..upya:rd..(n.> 1) and
downward (n <“1:), ‘and, in order to rer;ain,on::the safe side,
the choice of .d”ist~:ibution for the zone
mended.
?.;> 1 is recoin-
As d.istri.but,i~npolygon of the pa~i.od”ic”,,addi.tion-
al loads it affor-ds.t:hem the- solid line of;.f’igure,.7,~~F.),
the ordinates afwh%ch~ are equal to. twice::t~he:,ordi.natesof
the dotted polygo’ns:for:.the zone n>l. .;,,f, ,, .
. .,’.’~:
The dis.tri.bution,polygons discussed.’so “far are t~<.e,,d
,,,
to the chosen class division, that is, an enlargement of
the class divisi-on e.ffe-ctuates, for example, ~~y,constant,,
varia.tion wi.,dt,~’a:,.re.d~uctionin the number. ,o”f,,p.olygon ,co”r.-
ners and an. enl.a,rg,em~e.n.t.,”oftheir ordinat”e’s”..~ This” ‘choice
of representation ~es’,i~a.depurposely, as a~”:’re”m~iti:d6”rt“hat ;
the values hi are not mathematically d“e:f~’nedprob”a:h’,il”i-
ties but expe rimentally secured reletive frequenci’ek”, “’
which do not necessari.~y. have to be independent of the ex-
perimental ob~ecti that “is, the individu~l’ly studied air-
plane and the scope .of the statistics. Because as stip-
ulation for the existence of a ma.thematica.l probability
representing the limit value of a relative frequency in
the event .that the scope N of the statistics approaches
inf.ini.ty% there exists tb.e.de.mand thelt the individual
te$b;wal.u”es~.~$.t~eroaqcel each other, are ‘eq.ua,\lyjust”i-
f~ed and mu.tua.l,lyi.n,d.e~endentor definitel;~ :$ela.~edi’:“:~f
tl+.e:;e..only.the f~r~t,condition is satisfied; ‘because” t’~e
obser$~,ti.,o,n”ofa’,sf,ress in class i“ pr~cltides”’the con-~
temporary .tie;surernent of a stress $ituated :iQ’5n041iei ~ ‘.
class.” “But ~he test values enjoy equal ‘rights oniy if
the structur~ of the velocity field of the air over the
flight path does not change. This is particularly not
the case i’riflight~in ground proximity when ground con-
tour and cbver as Well as wind velocity and direction are
arbitrarily variabl&. a.long the flight path, Furthermore,
Kiissner pr~ved.’th~’intetdepen,dence of the individual
stFess values in”.a rig’orous:ex$.m.io~tion of the past his-
tory, that :fs; the gusts’flown!$hrough previously have
no effect on the momentarily occurring stress. Since
this ‘tp.revious historyll may assume any form, depending
upon the accidentally exist,ing local form of the velocity
field which” changes continuously with. respect to time,
and which has not the sam,~:eff~ct on varying types of
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aircra-ft ,“theie is ,.at’the time, -no prospect ,of aclducing
proof of the existence of probabilities as limit values
of the relative frequencies. for the gust s.tressee of airc-
raft. There fo,rej ~n the further. techniaal development
or ,by.the appearance .,ofnew, design types, it -is necessary
to ,prove anew a unit distribution which. appears. suit,able
.—
foran ap.proxima.t,einclusion of all test data. :
.,
‘. Ho.wqver, on occasion it.may be important to reduce
obtained distribution polygons to polygons with a differe-
nt class division (as in working up specifications or
experimental projects). In this instance it is practical
to represent the unit distribution in a form independent
of the class division. On the other hand, it serves no
useful purpose to reduce measured distribution polygons
to a lower class division than employed in.the evaluat-
ion, as instrumental and evaluation errors may then gain
considerable influence. Accordingly, only one reduction
for the purpose of enlarging the class division is per-
missible, e.~ a rule.
A forr, of representation independent of the class
division is readily obtainable from a distribution poly-
gon of the frequencies of the second type, The ordi-
nates 5i of a distribution polygon of the rel~tive
frequencies of the second type ind.ic”a.tethe percentage
of all measured stress peaks located in the classes, the
order of which is gre~ter than or e~ual to i, that is,
what percentage of all stress peaks is greater than or
equal to the stress which corresponds to the lower limit
of class i. The polygon corners are usually plotted
aga’inst the center of the class interval as for distribu-
tion polygons of the frequencies of the first. type. This
representation is thus, for the moment, dependent on the
class division in the same manner as for the previously
discussed frequencies of the first type. But, on plot-
ting the polygon co”rners against the lower limit of e.a.ch
class interval and connecting the then obtained points by
a continuous c’urve, the latter is, of course; no longer
dependent on the class division, since according t,) defi-
nition, the “ordinate of ea.ch-potnt then indic”at{s..l:ke
num”be”r“of load peaks’ relating to stresses which ~rs
greater th”an or equa’1 to the pertinent abscissa’.’..T.h’~”s’
curve is termed the summation curve of the disti-ibutl.on,
shown in figure 7(cj for the proposed unit distribution
“(solid line iri’fig. 7(b)).”” “- .
,. ,,
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It will be noted that the ordinates of the unit dis-
tribution polygon deviate so much from one class to the
other that the summation curve, after a shift of its
points by one-half class width (from class center toward
the” lower class limit) already is located below the line
of the unit distribution. (See figs. 7(b) and 7(c).) In
this instance, the summation curve should be used only
for converting the distribution polygon to another. class
division, but not, as customary in other cases, as sub-
stitute for the distribution polygon of frequencies of
the second kind.
,.
.,
C. Load Reversals for 100 Operating Hours
The prediction of the required time and fatigue
strength for a specified total number of hours of opera-
tion or ‘of the permissible number of hours of operation
for an aircraft wing structure with known time and fa-
tigue strength, stipulates, besides the form of distribu-
tion conformable to figure 7, the tot~l number of load
reversa.l,s ~~rithina given time, such a.s Within 100 ,hours
of service, or in other words, tn’e scope N, of the total
st~tistics of the stress,
The determination of this value starts with the numb-
er of gusts striking the airplane on the average Per unit
time. This number is largely dependent upon the speed of
the aircraft and the degree of gustiness.., The effect of
‘longitudinal stability and wing loading may make itself
felt on tile measured values .tiothe extent that on espec-
ially gust susceptible aircraft (low lateral stability,
great controlling length = distance wing structure tail,
low wing loading) such gusts a.lsQ produce measurable ac-
celerations, which on less susceptible aircraft merely
cause stress fluctuations within the scope of aocura.cy of
the employed instruments. Lastly, the varying damping
of the airplane motions may be such that on one aircraft
the acceleration due to a gust is aperiodically damped
down to lg, while on another there still is a ‘tswing
through” to an acceleration value inferior to lg. The
effect of these differences on the form ,of.the distribu-
tion curves remains, however, within theusue.1 spread
lbands . (Cf. fig. ‘6.)
..
In figure 8 is shown for two He 45 type of aircraft
the mean gust freo,uency v recorded in a series of test
flights Et an average speed v = 270 km/h, that is, the
-. I
. . . ..
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total numberof upgusits and downgusts per second plotted
against the Darmst”&.dt gust scale ,(dashed lines in fig.
8(a)); the two airplanes had:the same -gross weight but
different center of pressure tposit.ions . Therec.orded gust
frequencies are seen to avera.ge:a ’.little higher on the less
longitudinally stable aircraft than on the other. The same
holds true for figure 8(b), where, next to the values for
the two He 45 types, the gust frequency on an He 70’type
at the same speed is plotted against the degree of gust;
the He ?0 has less static longitudinal stability than the
He 45. The maximum discrepancies occur, as expected, in
the” low--gust range.
In averaging o’ver a longer operating period the mean
gust frequencies’ secured for the individual gust degrees
must, in conformity with the average yearly probability
of appearance of the individual gustiness degrees, be pro-
vided with ‘tweights .‘t Observations of the frequency of
appearance of gusts of various degrees are cited in the
next chapter. Using the yearly averages given there for
the Adlershof airport as basis, the yearly averages for
the He 45 are. those sh,own in figure 8(a). The yearly
aversge of the He 7,0 is indicated in figure 8(b). These
averages refer to a 270 km/h flying speed.
The extent to which the gust frequency depends upon
the flying speed is illustrated for the He 70 in figure 9.
All plotted test values fort heHe 70 refer to flights
with the same weight and the same center of pressure posi-
tion. Avere.ging straight lines drawn through the test
points of equal gustinesspa.ss through the origin of the
coordinate system. Further averages formed betweenthese
individual straig’ht lines by the use of ltweights’t con-
forma~le to the probability of appearance of the partic-
ular gust intensity, give as yearly average for the He 70
the relation of gust frequency to flying speed shown by
the solid line. For the He 45 the only known point is
that -for a 270 km/h flying speed according to figure 8(a).
Presuming that the relationship between gust frequency
a,nd flying speed Can be represented for the He 45 also
by a straight line through the origin of the coordinates
results in the He 45 line as shown in figure 9. The gust
frequencies recorded so far on other’ .types of aircraft
range between t“hese two straight lines. ..
In a deduction of the load reversal expectancy for a
given operating period from the gust frequencies v of
figures 8 and 9 with the help of figure ‘7, it is to be
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.n?o;ted:,that,:-t:he-g.ust fre.quency : v ‘indicates the number of
up.gusts ‘and .,dw:wngust,sper .u.nit ~f tim”e~ But since one
lo.a.d’cycle define. s an ,upgust and a downgust of equal in-
::.tien.s.i$.y,-.the,,t.otal :nw.nrberof,load. ,reversals exp”ec.ted in
:tiue interval:. T.(k), “is: ,.. - ~~ . ~~
. .. ,., . . .. .,,. . ,,
.,:”
,,. ...... . ,,. ,. .,. . .,, .,,
. . . W=” J’T. “, .
,2 .,.,’
. .
,,
In as much ‘as “modern airplane’s of stress, ca>e-gory 3
,.
will undoubtedly be similar to the ty”pe He 70 as far as
flight. character i:stj.c,s are con.tern.e$l,,,t he.so}id. line of
,figure 9 ,may be. used a.s a basis in. the. calculation” of the
l,g.ad,reversal, expectancy , that i,s, .,.,,, ., .,
,“. .,,,
,.. , ,.. ,., .
,“. . . . ,,’”
,, ., :.. ,.< !.. . .
~ i 0: Ol15v (i./s),’ (v’-in m/s) “’ :
..::,.. .~,.-,,.. .“ .’
,,,
,,..,’,:..,
w’hich:amount’s t,0,‘N ~ 4,1,0.0”v load rev’e.r.a.a.ls’‘for 100 hours
of o’peration. This data in c :onjunct’i’onwith figure 7
serves for the. t.imebeing.’’athe’the required ‘time and fatigue
strength for wing structures of aircraft of stress ca.te-
g.ory 3;. ,,~. .,. (:.’,:’. ,-
,. ,,,,., .,..... .$. ~...’,:. .,,;:. ,,, ,.,,: .!
. ., .,
-.Sin’ce the data on..gus.t frequen.cie’s a~e obtained by-
evalua.tion:fr~m ,acc,eleration records; “they n.aturally”~b’
not cont,ain..th.etiing oscillations $hotin :superim-posed-’ ifij
figure Io,t,;as the reaction of these . oscillations oi’i’”tlie
fuselage cr.Sate.s:no measurable acceleratibfis’; on the ;
Alba.tro%~&,’QZ.,.and”:theJu F 13 the acttial’count dis~l~se~
tha.tallowa,nce for, these. minor, ’duriulattve oscilla$idng ‘
raises ?he~ frequencies about thre&fold; ~.Even. sd’it Cities
not appear.justifiable to include.this effect ii the determ-
ination of the recj,uired’load.r.eversali, since the small
cumulative oscillations are not,liliblj’to lie’.decisive for
the fatigue strength, * and. the...-dti.tdist??i’bution as well as
the determination of v’ was secured ‘.otithe basis of th~
up,per limit of the past range of experience.”. In-;fhis I
respect it further should be remedlier.ed that al.i fliglit
,,. , ,. .- .. . .
,., . . . .
.,
*F ,
,, .,..,
Bollenrath ha$ pointed ‘out,:that ttiese cumulative os-
cillations with small .,amplitude, might p,ossibly i,ncrease
,,~he fatigue strengt,h “of ,a component;. their .omi.s:ion
therefore is per~aps ,an.added. safety,. , . ,,
,,. ‘!
II ‘—
..
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measurements are m~d-e:i.nthe p-ar”~icularly turbulent air
layers near the ground, so that in reality lower operat-
ing stresses occur,:in all,the ,airplane,s.which,, throughout
a substantial period of life, are.encountered at h“eigh’ts
above 1000 meter.gc . . . , ...
,,
,,
kd’diti’onal free flight’ “mea”suremeri”tswith,spe”cial}’.
regard ““tothe-’effec”t’of “flying’ speed.,”static lo~gitudi”hal
s.t;ability,,and c~ntrol,ling length on the gust stresses,
will serve to perfect., the necessary data on gust frequen-
c.i:es.
. .
..
,,.,,
D. Gustiness’ in the Atmosphere
..
(by the.D’e.rmst6.dtGust Scale)
l?or the comparison of different test flights from
stress measurements’ in gusty weather, some indication for
the gustiness on the.,day of the test is imp.era.tive. For
a more accurate description of the gustiness it would re-
qui,re special, frequency studies of the controlling mete-
orological values, a.s, for example, momentary horizontal
wind velocity z.t flying a.ltitutle and velocity in vertical
gusts. Such an inv~est’i.gationis, however, “difficult., and
the evalue.tion of the measurements more time consuming
than that of the stress measurement itself. For which
reason .inv,estigatio~e,of this kind are provided for inde-
pendently from the test flights at the Lind;enberg Aeronautic
Clbservatory, where, in,collaboration with the D“VL, me~s-
urements are to be made on the structure of: the veloclty
field. in gusty .weq.$h~r and on the order of magnitude of
the gradients. of ,t,h,evelo,city field, the d~ta, of which
are to serve as~::ba,sis,,for systematic c.alcul~a.tionsof gust
stresses, and pa.rtic:ularly, regarding the effect of the
static longitudinal stability and the controlling length,
. .,. ,..+ .,
.A si~pler. de,s,c,.r,ip”tionof the gustiness ~t the day of
the. te,v~t$ei.ng necessary for the present analysis, an at-
tempt was. made t,o use. the DarmstEiit gust scale (refer-
ence, 4). employed at “the weather stations. “This scale is
graduated as follow<”~
,. ,
..
.,, .“
,-
. “’‘-
“–1
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DARMST~i)T GUST SCALE
Applicable to Junkers A 20 and Similar Types
Scale
division
b. = gust o
bl = gust 1
ba .= gust 2
.,
,.
..
... .
bz = gust 3
Characteristics
—.
slight unrest
moderate.nnrest
strong unrest
.. ..
.,..
.;.-
,..
..’ ‘. .,
,,- .,,
,:.. . . . .
.,.. .,..
,..
.,.. . .
.’
severe unrest
Symptoms
Airnl?ne balances eesily
or individual slight
bumps . No rudder action
to equalize bumps - engine
rpm constant -dynamic
pressure constant,
Airpl,ane oscillates fre-
quently about fuselage
axis - moderate rolling
motions - repeated slight
aileron operation neces-
sary - rpm constant -
occasional dynamic pres-
sure fluctuations.
Airplsne leaves course -
I-o1l:s .(da’nce”s) - ““con-
~.tifiua”us:o-p&ration’ of “
rudde&:”a.n:d“ailerons neces-
“’s:a’r”y~-”cr~w’.feels’being
‘ raise’~:-f’r”om“elid”“~ushed
dow:n .i’ns~eat:”-“fee”lin:g’a.s
in. a“n“’&l~~;&t~r_’”en~~~,n’”e
audi”bly ’:picks ti.p’i~.pe’r’o”ep-
ti~le’”flu~t.~~.t’~on’#’df’ rpm
e{nd~~o”fdynarn’io‘~re%:s”ur’e.
.. !.’ :.,. ,.’.,...
..
.. .
Airplane pancakes or zooms -
~“si”iie’s”lip$r’epe’titedly- re-
sponse to control ‘deflec-
tion he-avy - crew is
ra.is’edfrom seats (li-an”g
from’straps) - strong
pickup of engine (alter-
nating howling noises),
marked change in rpm and
dynamic pressure.
. .,, ,,
.,,.“ ,-
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All the- p’i-l’O.t~-of~t.h@-DVD-rnak-i~g””t:e’~”t” ‘flights” at the
,/
Adler shof air.tio~t,;therefore, were r.e:quested to give a
report. of the ~ti.st.iness~or every fli’ght,,acco’rding to’the.
Darmst3dt scale.’ The statistics collected so far’ cover
24 months.. These were’ stipplemented by the st~tistics’
collected at seven weather stations. The two sets of
statistics are compared for the purpose of.check”ing’ the
applicability, of ‘the Darmst~dt ‘gust scale to the ‘firoblem
in question. Table IIIa. gives” the average values” of the
prabable afipe~.rance of t-he,i;dividu.ql gust”’intensities
according to’ the DVL ‘statistics. for J.ul.ytb December 1935
and 193”6, while” ‘table 11.Ib gives the averages f.oP‘two :
years according: to, the DVL ‘statistics in .cornpariwon with
the averages frdm~ ,the seven go.v.ernmental weather’ stations’.”
Figure 10 shows:,v’’a’riousdistributions, All data, refer to””
O to 1000 mete,r:$’’’l,titudederange”;”at greater heights” the”
gustiness”is less o,n the average.,. .,
Gust
degree
quiet
b.
bl
ba
b3
...’.
TABLE IIIa
,..
July
1935
2.4
35.1
44.6
13.1
4.8
1936
c1
%5.4
51.5
3.1
0
,.
.,.
I
August /September ~ October
1
1936 1935
-—
,1..6 7.4
33.3 41.7
52.4 33,3
11.1 13
1.6” .4.6
!T.I13LS
1936 1935 ;1936
,79 ‘ 11.1 ‘J :
4.4 7.2 JL0.9
,0. Q.:, .[1:5.
IIb :.
DVL I.DVZ
Gust IJuly 1.935‘ Ju~.y1,936 July 1.935
to to to
degree June 1936 Ju12e1937’ Ju+e ‘S937
..
.
a.uiet 3.2 0.6 py :.
b. Q~ 57.7 .’”~ .52.9’“-,‘;
bl ,I jz%g “., 35.~ 37’.3‘““;
h2 ~.g 5.6 7.3
b~ 1 “3 .6
~ovember December
1935 1936 1935 1936
. ..
,,
)1 o
- 0 0’
~b..,6+:1 ,53.5 77.5,.
16 :y.g- ~~.z ~g.j
‘o 4’.13.1 ; 2.3,.
,~. ,.(-J::. .0 ~
Weather stations
January to
December:19j5
69.5 “,
.“
!5.6”“. ‘
16.1” ‘
7.4
.5
January to
December 1936
5:4
‘.$.
i5.1
6.2
L———___— -- -..
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A close agreement obtains between the statistics from
both sources respectifig the probable appearance of greater
gustiness (2°”and 9?); while substantial di screpancies
exist between ll~tillll.to.t’bl}IIfor,instanCe$ the report
llstillllin:the DVL statistics a,ppears in barely 3 percent
of the cases, while in.about 70 percent of the cases the
observers at the weather stations did not think it worth-
while to report. As a result, ”the DVL pilots reported a
greater number of gust occurrences of the order of b. or
bl than the weather stations. The reason for this dis-
crepancy might be due to the fact that a number of the
fine measurements in the DVL can be effected only in per-
fectly still B.ir, so that flights in very slight &usts
had to be stopped. In”all these cases gust reports were
naturally turned in, “while meteorologically such slight
gusts are in most ca,ses unnoticeable and utterly unessen-
tial for flight safety, hence were not refiorted by the
weather stations. Aside from this a certain amount of
scattering naturally was to be expected since the flights
were made e.t different localities with dissimilar types
of aircraft and by different pilots so that even within
the same group of observers a certain amount of scatter-
ing was noticeable. B“ut no great systematic discrepancies
between different airplane types have been found by the
DVL, so that a.division in this respect did not appear
necessary, Theoretical~y the data according to the
Darmst5dt gust scale for a simple description of gusti-
ness are practical, especially if the collection of the
gust statistics and the execution of the test flights re-
main in the same hand.
The averaging of the previous gust freo-uencies (fig,
8) was made on the basis of the’ average values of the DVL
statistics for the period of July 1, 1935 to June 30, 1936.
IV DISTRIBUTION CURVES OF THE OPERATING STRESSES
IN ACROBATIC WING STRUCTURES
While on airplanes of stress categories 2 and 3 in-
tended for air line service, “the stresses due to pilet
control actuation generally play no decisive part in time
and fatigue strength studies and are’ included in the oper-
ating stress measurements, the stresses in aoroba.tic air-
cr’aft, induced by the pilot must be studied separately.
1“
I
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In this respect the little’ available data concerns
three acrobatic types of a.ircra,ft, as compiled from the
recorded number of acrobatic evolutions shown in figure
11. These flights’ were made by a number of licensed stunt
pilots with.’rnor,eor less practice. This applies partic-
ularly to the measurements on the He 51 type. The follow-
ing evolutions were flown: ‘,
1. He 46 (approved for acrabatic flight 1 only}
loop
wing-over
renversement (half loop and half roll)
2. FW 44 (all acrobatics)
with observer:
loop
wing-over
snap roll
Immelmann turn
renversement
steep turns
without observer:
elevator operation in inverted flight
outside loop st~rting from inverted flight
and from normal flight
3. He 51 (all acrobatics)
loops
wing-over,
snap roll
renversement
In spite of the comparative scarcity of test data, an
average distribution is afforded (solid line, fig. 11)
which holds for these three types, even though the scatter-
ing is bound to be greater than for the far more elaborate
gust stress statistics in chapter III, The permissible
lower limits of the safe load factor n*a,fe for air’craft
of stress categories 4 (a.croba.tics 1) and 5 (acrobatics 2)
are given in figure 11. The values served as basis for
the three explored types and are in the fol~owing used” as
reference data for the recorded stresses.
Figure 12 shows the average distribution” curve of fig-
ure 11, the values being given in fractions of nsafe - 1
for category 4. Instead of the relative frequencies’, the
load reversal expectancy in 100 hours of operation is
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,, ,,. .
piOtted,:; s’.’~raina.te, :pr’o,c~edin”gfrom” “75,load rever’sa.ls in
,.
1 hour (u~ed”in,” A6ro}at ic,, flight,. t,r~in.%ng.,)..’ ‘., .:
,.. .. $ . . .
,>, . . ..
Aside from the;”’s’tr:esses,instu”nt”,f”l$in.g, acrobatic
‘a”irp”lanesnatu’ral$y” are” ‘sub”j”ect$0 @s,t stresses the
height of which’ the p’ilo~’c’anno~’or, ca,n,o’nly slightly con-
trol. Assuming an ac robe tic airplane o’f stress category
4 is never used throughout itslife for a,cro~atics but ex-
clusively in’d.istance’op&ra. ti on,’ the gust itress distribu-
tion curve differs from that given in fi’gtirb7 for category
3 to the extent that the gust load ~ac’to:r”nG safe (range
,.. >,,,.,. .,,
115 of the BVF, edition 1.935) is considerably below the
safe 103.U fzctor for c?tegory 4. For th.k u.sua.iairplane
types it is about .>.
The gust stress distribution curve for the.upper limit
~ (nsafe - 1) is shown a.s thin line in figure 12. The
..
lotid’’reversa~s for 100 hours of operation are computed
u
with ~ = 1/s.
It is, of course, impossible to predict the extent
to which an acrobatic airplane will te used during its
lifetime for acrobatics in calm weather and-for ordinary
travel in gusty weather. But it is found that the re~uire-
ments will not be too severe if the worst possible as-
sumption;is iiade’sth.at”tne”’acrobat ie flfghf stresses are
simply.stiperimpo sed.on:the:”gust stiesses. “’Th5’then ie-
sultant distribution (heavy curwe”in” fig.’”l2) touches”in
the “ra.ngeof high” load reversals; that is, under’ st~esses
within the range of alternating str&ngth~ the distribut-
ion for gust stresses; and touches”, by safe load, the
distribution curve for e.crobatic flight stresses. Ap-
preciable differences occur only qnder stresses of the
order of magnitude of.O.5 (nsafe - 1). If, for stresses
of this magnitude;’ the compliance with the strength re-
quirement (illustrated by solid curve in fi~. 12) should
cause structural-.difficul ties, some moderation could be
made,in this regi-on.’” :“ ““”‘“
. ‘~
.—,.
,. . .
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, V“.“TEMPORARY ‘RU,LBS”GOVER,N14NGTHE REQUIRED STRENGTH
OF AIRCRAFT WING ”STRUCTURES UNDER
,.
,RECURRING STRESSES,,
FREQUENTLY
<,
Cipher 1015 of the ItStrength Specifications for Air-
craf’t, edition December 193611 rea.~s as follows:
1015: At j = 1.35,” that is, by concurrent increase
of the static load proportion and the superimposed
alternating load each to 1,35 times their amount,
precisely those stress limits may be reached which,
ifexceeded by the load reversal expectancy during
the total op’eratirig period of the aircraft, would
r,,J result in fatigue failure of the particular part.
This speci’ficatibn requires an amendment stating
I.’w:hatload reversals are tQ be conjugated to certain
amounts of the ‘alternating load if the total operating”
period during the lifetime of an airplane part “is’pre-’
I ‘s’bribed ‘as required value. 3’,”
,,., ., ,, ,,,. ,1 ,,...,,.:
,., ,
.. . With..th&; foregoing dst~ certain, ruld,s governing ‘the
‘.:str’kngth’specifications of wing structure’s ‘i.zhder’~peated
st’r’essels’’eaabe put forth. As “stati’c~l’oetip’riO@ortio~nl:’
the ,load~on’ the relevant part in stati&n’b’!@~’hcirizonta’l
fliglih~ (load factor n = 1) is ch’ose’k.’ ‘“; ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
,.,,,,.,,..,,, ,.,.’ ,,. ,
,.”! : ,, ,’.,.,” ,’.’
AS alternating stresses to be sup’eri’npb’sued‘bn’the
static load portion, the distribution polyg,ons of the
lload’~bev’b~rsalls’beiongin’g’ to c,ertain’’values:’o’f’%he alter-
nating, ‘stress”clanib& secured from figures,’7 and 9;, ll; and
12, re$pe’c~ively.’ This leaves, one on the safe s’ide kince
some’ differences exist between the t“ype o’fi’strebs’ip~ ““”
actual flight~,afid-’ina static test. ‘First; in a’ test’ it
is pr~ctically ’impossible to simqlate th’e s’tresses ’cor-’
rbspond’ing to the ’individual gus+s ’or fligh~. figures in”
~,b ,, ,,
+.J = safety factor; the high volue 1.35 came into being a.t
a time when the type of “strength tests under repeated
stress in the sense of flight statisticsif recommended
here, (definition acc~rding to Teichmann and Gassner, who
originally started a systematic study of such tests at the
time in the DVL) had not yet been taken into consideration.
—
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somewhat %he~.same way; the practice” is to let continuously
smaller groups of identical loads follo-w successively.
But th”ere”.are-very f’ew experiences on wha,t effect this dis-
crepancy between stress sequence in flight and that of the
component in a fatigue,test will have. On the other hand,
there are usually no pauses in fatigue tests such as occur
between flights. So the extent of the effects of such
interve.ls on the strength under repeated stress in the
favorable. sense remain. unknown at the present stage,
Lastly, to shorten the time in testing, the loads are
often applied: at, much greater frequency than corresponds
to the mean load frequency in flight operation. In the
absence ofi~ufficient research data on the combined
e.ff6cts ofl.these three factors, the specifications on
which the tests are made must be formulated with care,
since the safety factor j is primarily intended to cover
the experimental scattering.
For this reason the distribution polygon of the load
reversals due to gust stresses has been based upon the
unit distribution of figure 7 which comprises nearly all
the test values of the rela.tive .frequencies~ As gust fre-
quencies the maximum values of. figure 9 (solid line) are
chosen, which represents the upper limit of the empirical
range for the ca.s.ethat the flight of an “airplane through-
out its -lifetime is exclusively below 600 meters, where
severe gustiness. is most frequently encountered. The
acrobatic-flight stresses base on~figures 11 and 12 on the
assumption that the particular, airplane is continuously
used for acrobatic flight training.
... ..
.. .
The corre.~pond.ing..distributi,bn polygons f~r: stress
categories 2:and:,qand 4;$ r.espective,ly~ and. the related
summation curves are given in figures 1.3:.and24~, the
pertinent distribution. tables in tables, IV,and: V. The
previously described assumptions, on which these tables
and charts are based,. should insure that the required
time and fatigue strength is sufficientto also cover the
previously described unce.rtfiinties. :
,,
.
I
_..
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,, TABLE IV’ r ~ -
..
‘.,,. .’,,., .. .
.,’ ,, DISTRIBUTION” TABLEs FOR. FIGURE” 13’ ~~ “
0. 07.5.
, 2255
:. .3?5’ :.. . .
.525
,0 675
.825.
.975
1.125
!’.
281 , :
., /’ 315 ,. “,”’
,. 65.7,
11.5 ~
1.44
.432 ,.,
.131
.050 !
.016, I
44
6.35 .’
1,44
.578
,334
.190
,127
TABLE V
ORDINATES FOR FIGURE 14
I I
Fraction of XH x 10-3 “1 .XHx 10-3
(n~afe - 1) Categories 2 and 3 ‘!category 4
0
. . ‘360 370.
>915”., 79 53
.30 13,6 : ‘ 9,02 ,
.45 ,. 2.07 2,67 ,
60.
.629
+’.
1*Z3
:Y5 . .’ “’ ..i97
651
.90
.
.066 317
1,05 .016 :127
The quoted load reversals ~re calculated for a value
J._ v
‘f 2 gust ‘requency z = 1/s” It’is obt~inbd at a flying
,,
speed Of vh X 90 m/s x 350 km/hO For airplanes with
higher top speeds Vh in stress category 3, all posted
load reversals in stress category 4, the load reversals
defined by the gust stresse~, tha.~ is, the reversals for
stress values C3.1(nsa,fe
~ 1) UP to about 0,5(nsafe - 1)
must be raised in the ratio
~ (vh in m/s~.
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To secure from figure: 13..th;e load reversals required
for wing structures in the individual load stages, the
figures given’,tbere kmst.b-e,multiplied by the required or
desired (by the purchaser) total operating hours of a.n
... .. . ..
airplane” “’(inthe unit ‘of 100 hours ‘of “operation)= It
should abera.ge about ,6000 hours for commercial’ and about
2000 ho~rs for acrobatic types. In the sta.tie test the
total riumber of “loads to be applied”ar’e suitebly divided
in groups of several hundred hours each; these groups,
each of which comprises individually all load stages, are
successively applied to the structural part in question.
The required load reversals for category 5 rarigebetween
the values of categories 3 arid~. So long as no adequate
data on acrobatic fright stresses are av~.ilable, -the load
reversa.ls ”specified for category 4 are recommended for
those of category 5 also. ‘ ...
Analyzing the order of magnitude of load reversals
throughout the total operating hours in question, it is
seen that in the lowest loa.d’s%ege only load reversals of
severel millions are encountered., which suggests a com-
parison of this load kt~ge i;ith the pure fatigue strength
of the design. But this is inadmissible for- two reasons:
First, the effect of the lo~,ds appearing in the higher
load stages would be completely. ignored’; second, accord-
ing to the available strength,,.tests,i.t is likely to be
much more difficult on the conventional wing structure
designs to, comply with the re~uirements in the higher
load stage<; that is, in the region of the time” strength.
Available ”experiences on fatigue strength of strlictural
components are therefore unsuitable for estimation of the
safety of”a wing structure in protracted flight ,operation,
it is always necessary to make suitable load tests in the
sense of flight statistics,”
. .
Translation by J. V8nier, . ‘
National Advisory Committee . . .
,.
for Aeronautics.
.,. ,,?.’ “.
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